
 
 

Corporate Stays Announces the Appointment of Mr. John Decoste as Market Manager, USA. 

 

*FOR RELEASE MAY 7 2018* 

MONTREAL, QC: May 7, 2018 – Corporate Stays is pleased to announce the appointment of Mr. John Decoste 

as Market Manager, United States. In this role, he will be responsible for collaborating with our American partners 

to ensure that Corporate Stays clients will have access to the highest calibre of corporate housing from coast to 

coast. 

John comes with nearly 20 years of experience in the hospitality industry, focusing on corporate housing and 

high-end hotels. He also comes with over three years of experience with Corporate Stays in a previous role, 

where he was focused on Business Development. 

Members of the Corporate Stays team are enthusiastic about John’s return, including Chief Sales Officer, Frederic 

Aouad. "John Decoste has been a true builder for corporate housing in Canada, and for Corporate Stays itself. His 

return further cements our position as a Canadian leader, and signals the start of our true US expansion"  

For his part, John is eager to take on this new challenge. “Corporate Stays has evolved positively into an industry 

leader and has a true sense of purpose and direction, I am thrilled to be back.” He was more specific regarding 

what drew him to the role. “In a market as large as the United States, there is so much opportunity to find 

exceptional partners with whom we can develop lasting relationships.”  

About Corporate Stays 

Founded in 2008, Corporate Stays offers highly personalized corporate housing experiences for business 

travelers across the globe, including complimentary concierge and international guest support in their Signature 

Collection locations. A competent staff of expert corporate housing specialists and property partners work 

tirelessly to manage and maintain their variety of hand picked furnished apartments found in across the globe, 

with acute attention to detail for each one. Every Corporate Stays location provides the highest tiers of comfort, 

amenities, and proximity, giving their guests a home-like experience. 
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